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Abstract
There is no crystal ball unveiling the future with perfect accuracy. The USAF must prepare for
uncertainty; but it is certain that the future requires global strike capabilities. Effective global
strike requires accurate targeting information. Surveillance and reconnaissance conducted in air,
space, and cyberspace is the best way to gain this information and turn it into knowledge; all
three domains are important, and all are required. In light of increasing technologic change, and
fiscal restraints, this paper focuses on the following question: in a severely cost constrained
environment, how can the Air Force modernize its existing & emerging assets to perform
airborne surveillance and reconnaissance in order to enable global strike in 2035? This paper
argues that fiscal realities require a strategy taking advantage of merging new technology on
legacy systems. This strategy also requires smart acquisition of new aircraft utilizing gamechanging technology such as nanotechnology in order to prepare for the most likely complex
adversary scenarios. This is accomplished by addressing current and emerging sensor technology
and their different types of collection capabilities. In addition, the different categories of
airborne assets that can utilize those sensors, now and in the future are discussed. Those
platforms and sensors are then contrasted against likely adversary scenarios to offer a
prescription for the USAF. This paper advocates updating existing platforms with new
technology rather than designing radically new platforms. The USAF has done this throughout
its history, successfully merging legacy systems with emerging technology to accomplish its
tasked missions.

Introduction
The ability to strike globally is a core competency of United States Air Force and
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance ISR is the enabling tool to determine what targets
to strike and when. 1 In light of increasing technologic change and fiscal restraints, this paper
will focus on the following question: in a severely cost constrained environment, how can the
Air Force modernize its existing and emerging assets to perform airborne surveillance and
reconnaissance in order to enable global strike in 2035? The following example illustrates the
power of, and requirement for, advanced systems in support of surveillance and reconnaissance
missions.
Onboard a Rivet Joint RC-135, a sensor operator discovers a priority enemy leader is in
the area. An intelligence analyst passes this information to the Combined Air Operations Center,
which tasks an MC-12 to conduct an airborne reconnaissance mission to find and fix the
individual. The MC-12 successfully locates the target and tracks him to a house. In this
situation, military leadership decides to gather more information before reaching a targeting
decision, so an MQ-1Predator drone is tasked to execute a surveillance mission tracking his
movements. The Predator monitors him for several days across multiple locations. Using this
information, an intelligence analyst pieces together the enemy’s pattern of life, including several
key meetings with other people of interest. Other ISR assets are tasked to monitor those
individuals, building a more complete intelligence picture. US military leaders decide to target
the first individual and, once surveillance determined he had moved to a location minimizing
collateral damage, assign a B-1 to drop conventional weapons. A surveillance asset verifies
target destruction and assesses the need for a follow-on strike. This is a typical example of an
ISR mission conforming to the current Find, Fix, Target, Track, Engage, and Assess (F2T2EA)
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model. 2 Arguably this model will exist in 2035, but due to exponential increases in
technological capabilities, the speed of execution will likewise increase, compressing the
decision making cycle.
Reconnaissance is a specific mission to discover or provide answers to specific questions.
For example, a mission sent behind enemy lines to determine the location of command and
control facilities, key leaders or troop locations. From recent conflicts, a mission sent to search
for an enemy such as Osama Bin Laden is a good illustration. Surveillance is more persistent: a
good analogy is a stakeout conducted by the police. A drone monitoring frequently travelled
roads watching for explosive emplacement activity is an example of surveillance. Intelligence is
the result of information gained through reconnaissance and surveillance. Continuing the
previous example, the reconnaissance mission that found an enemy leader, and the subsequent
surveillance missions, produced valuable pieces of information. The intelligence portion of ISR
ties all those pieces together to build the enemy’s pattern of life. Intelligence is the key element
in crafting global strike plan, as seen in the presented examples. Key US leaders have said
surprise is our deadliest threat; the information and knowledge gained through ISR is the counter
to that surprise.
The exact technology available to the USAF in 2035 is difficult to define, but there is no
doubt that technology will be dramatically faster and more powerful than what is available today.
As exponentially improving technology “shrinks” our planet, there will likely be adversaries
attempting to use these new capabilities against the United States. The United States must be
able to influence those adversaries anywhere on the globe.
To accomplish this task, this paper is written with the following assumptions. First, due
to the lagging economy and national debt, U.S. Defense spending will be fiscally constrained for
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the foreseeable future creating an environment resulting in lower defense budgets, requiring
prioritization of funding requirements. 3 Second, radically new airborne platforms and engines
will not be available in 2035 primarily due to historically long acquisition processes and lack of
current funding to support USAF scientific research. As an illustration, the DoD 5000 Defense
Acquisition System has definitive process and timelines taking an incredibly long time to go
from an idea to operational system, and even longer if little money is provided for the program. 4
In fact, new platforms for 2035 need to be in the funding cycle and programmed in the next few
years. Both DoD and national research labs are exploring several promising technologies, such
as hypersonic vehicles. Scientists do not agree on expected timelines, and most offer substantive
differences on viability and major milestones. Therefore, widespread use of radically new
aircraft is deemed unlikely and not considered.
These two assumptions yield a situation where the USAF does not have the money or
time available to invest in radically new ISR aircraft. The obvious result is the USAF, following
a familiar path, should take advantage of emerging sensor technology and apply it to existing
platforms to perform future surveillance and reconnaissance missions. For much of its existence,
the USAF has remixed older platforms with new technology, and this continues to be a viable
strategy. One example is the U-2, first fielded in the 1950s, operates today with recent additions
of cutting edge equipment, specifically multi-spectral imaging capability that provides
“significantly more utility in discerning imagery used for threat analysis on the ground and on
buildings, by detecting and showing changes not readily apparent to the human eye.” 5 Another
example is the MC-12, a Super King Air twin-engine turboprop first fielded in the 1970s, was
melded with modern upgradable sensor packages. 6 This concept has been very successful: a
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single MC-12 squadron was responsible for the capture or elimination of over 4,000 targets in
Afghanistan in just 18 months. 7
The ISR focus, then, should not be on the platforms, but rather on the surveillance and
reconnaissance equipment carried by those platforms. Since technology is improving on an
exponential curve, current technology becomes obsolete rather quickly. 8 This affects friend and
foe alike. Adversaries will want the latest and greatest “iPhone”, and with technology
proliferation, this principle applies even in the remotest areas. The USAF must be positioned to
track emerging technologies; remixing legacy aircraft with emerging sensor technology is
effective and fiscally responsible. As Sir Ernest Rutherford so eloquently stated “We haven’t got
the money, so we’ve got to think!” 9
This paper focuses on how the Air Force can modernize its existing and emerging assets
to perform airborne surveillance and reconnaissance to enable global strike in 2035. This is
accomplished first by addressing current and emerging sensor technology and their different
types of collection capabilities. Next, the paper will focus on different categories of airborne
assets that can utilize sensor. Finally, conclusions and recommendations will be provided.

Sensor Technology
ISR in its most basic context is a quest to provide knowledge to eliminate uncertainty or
Clausewitz’s fog of war. When airborne ISR is mentioned, most people think of aircraft.
However, the aircraft exists only to get the sensors to the right location; it is the sensors that do
the work. A good analogy for airborne ISR is the human body. Different categories of airborne
intelligence are analogous with human senses. Imagery intelligence, or IMINT, is the eyes.
Signals intelligence, or SIGINT, is the ears. Measurement and signature intelligence, or
MASINT, is the nose while the aircraft is the arms and legs, putting the sensory organ in the
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right location to do its job. The human body’s most important element is the brain; in ISR this
takes the form of processing, exploitation, dissemination (PED). PED translates data gained
from sensors into knowledge or intelligence. This chapter focuses on different types of sensors
that perform surveillance and reconnaissance.
Sensors are best divided into categories for discussion. The first sensor deals with what
can be seen. The original mission of surveillance and reconnaissance was imagery intelligence
or IMINT, “the technical, geographic, and intelligence information derived through the
interpretation or analysis of imagery and collateral materials.” 10 Simply put, IMINT is
information gained by what is seen. Its uses include pre-strike planning and can be further
subdivided into three other categories: visible still images, visible full motion video (FMV), and
the non-visible spectrum.
Visible still images were the first mission given to aviation. Pictures were first taken
from balloons in 1858. Wilbur Wright took photos from an aircraft in 1909, leading to
widespread airborne imagery in the First
World War. 11 Until the advent of digital
cameras, wet film was the only medium
available. Today digital cameras make up the
vast majority of systems; however, wet film is
still utilized due to its higher resolution. The
optical bar camera (figure 1) carried on the U-

Figure 1. Optical Bar Camera on U-2.
Reprinted from the internet:
http://defensetech.org/2011/03/15/u-2-and-global-hawkdeployed-to-survey-japanese-quake-damage/

2 weighs about 100 pounds and a single film
roll is two miles long. 12 The camera is so capable due to its 30-inch wide lens, which drives the
absolute resolution of the camera. While digital cameras could be built with the same size lens,
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the data storage and transmit requirements would, for a single mission, be in the “double-digit
terabyte range.” 13 This exceeds today’s capabilities, but technology improvements by 2035
should make this possible.
In 2035, visible still-images will still exist and will allow detailed examination of specific
scenes and locations. They will also allow comparison of the same location over time to look for
changes and trend information key to pre-strike planning. With the technology improvements,
cameras will most likely shrink, be capable of higher resolutions, and be coupled with higher
data storage and transmission methods. Emerging gigapixel technology, as an example, allows
the joining and mixing of multiple images shot of the same area from different cameras and
differing vantage points. Computer programs overlay these images to create an extremely wideangle view of the area. Today, gigapixel images of Paris have been created from over 2,300
different pictures taken by multiple people and downloaded from the Internet. 14 Gigapixel
digital technology will allow three-dimensional rendering of areas to enable incredibly accurate
pre-strike planning.
Full motion video (FMV) currently is the most prolific form of ISR. Today, in US
Central Command region, there are over fifty combat air patrol (CAP) equivalents of ISR remote
piloted aircraft (RPA) with up to ten video streams from each. 15 If a link is present, video can be
streamed real-time to an analyst. It can also be stored and downloaded after a mission. The
image quality is typically less than that of a still image and, due to bandwidth limitations, even
more degraded when streamed real-time. 16 The sense of context in video is its most important
attribute; motion can be seen, and direction and speed of movement is obvious, which together
tells a story. Using eyesight as an analogy, a movie tells a better story than a picture. But a
picture can be examined in detail whereas a movie cannot. Using current growth rates, FMV
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will be ubiquitous and have far greater resolution in 2035 eliminating the inherent advantage of
wet film.
The previous paragraphs have described the categories of images, but it is crucial to
understand how sight works. Humans require light to see. For example, radiation transmitted at
wavelengths visible to the human eye, enables a reader to see this page. The same is true for

Figure 2. The electromagnetic spectrum comprises all energy. Sensors can be built to track and focus on any
portion of the spectrum. Obtained from the internet, http://ds9.ssl.berkeley.edu/LWS_GEMS/2/em.htm

sensors in the visible spectrum, but other electromagnetic spectral regions can be viewed with
the right equipment and offer the greatest growth. Electromagnetic energy, as seen in figure 2,
has a vast spectrum, and visible light resides only in a small portion. 17 Other sensors take
advantage of energy transmitted at different wavelengths, and each has its own advantage.
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Every current ISR platform with an imagery mission has sensors operating in the infrared
(IR) spectrum, enabling them to see as well at night as in the day. This spectrum is divided into
different bands, short, medium, and long. Each band has distinct characteristics and micron

Figure 3 Infrared spectrum bandwidth and wavelengths. Obtained from the internet,
http://www.sensorsinc.com/thirdwindow.html

ranges. Medium and long wave IR utilize thermal energy as a source. Short wave IR works with
reflected light, and their images are more true to the visible spectrum and much higher quality
than medium or long wave IR. 18
Atmospheric conditions also affect transmission of energy to the sensor in each band.
When energy is blocked or degraded, image quality suffers. Think of trying to see on a foggy or
hazy day, when polarized sunglasses often enable better sight. The same applies to sensors,
different bandwidths or filters enable vision in different conditions; when sensors are integrated
it can yield exceptional results.
The ability to see in multiple spectrums simultaneously is the realm of multispectral
imaging or hyperspectral imaging, both enabled by increased computer-processing power.
Multispectral imaging allows simultaneous collection of selected spectrums, usually 20 or less
specific bands, while hyperspectral imaging enables simultaneous collection across 100 or more
8

bands. 19 This allows collection of visible, infrared, and ultraviolet images at the same time, and
creates multitudes of options through correlation. “Detection of chemical or biological weapons,
bomb damage assessment of underground structures, and foliage penetration to detect troops and
vehicles are just a few potential missions.” 20 The primary goal of using multispectral/
hyperspectral image data is to “discriminate, classify, identify as well as quantify materials
present in the image.” 21 The camouflaged vehicle in figure 4 cannot be seen in the visible
spectrum (top), but is clearly visible utilizing hyperspectral imaging (bottom). 22 In 2035 it is
safe to assume that multiple sensors will be available to even the smallest platform.

Figure 4. Hyperspectral techniques enable the sensor to identify the green vehicle in the trees, they are shown in
red in the lower image. Obtained from the internet, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/10175960

While imagery sensors are analogous with sight, signal sensors correspond to hearing.
Imagine the difficulty looking for a needle in a haystack, however if that needle is emitting a
noise, it becomes simple. That is the principle of signals intelligence, “intelligence produced by
exploiting foreign communications systems and non-communications emitters…. often used for
9

cueing other sensors to potential targets of interest.” 23 Sensor pods “enable rapid interception,
geo-location and processing of communication signals…even in dense signal environments.” 24
Sensor capability is a function of size and power consumption. Current systems range from 25
pound, 30 watt single-channel systems to 1000+ pound, 6000+ watt wideband systems. 25 Signal
sensors are advancing at the same rate as the technology they track; as new communications
devices are created, so will the ability to track and listen. Since adversaries will undoubtedly
need to communicate in 2035, the US must have the ability to intercept and track the devices
they utilize. This simple concept is critical since the ability to rapidly acquire and utilize
emerging technology is the central theme of this paper.
Measurement and signature intelligence, or MASINT, is “intelligence obtained by
quantitative and qualitative analysis of data (metric, angle, spatial, wavelength, time dependence,
modulation, plasma, and hydro magnetic) derived from specific technical sensors for the purpose
of identifying any distinctive features associated with the emitter or sender, and to facilitate
subsequent identification and/or measurement of the same.” 26 Using the analogy of a nose,
MASINT sensors detect or “sniff” data in six subsets: electro-optical data, radar data, radio
frequency data, geophysical data, materials data, and nuclear radiation data. 27 While this list
might seem lengthy, it has future implications, since MASINT sensors have the potential to
detect underground structures utilizing minute seismic shifts. 28
The sensors described previously carry a common characteristic: they can be placed on
almost any aircraft. When Air Force leaders say every Airman is a sensor, it should be true that
every aircraft is a sensor as well. Today all fighter aircraft carry pods capable of some kind of
ISR. If the current rate of technological change is an indicator, sensors in 2035 will be smaller,
more capable, more efficient, able to be formed into countless shapes, and most importantly,
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more ubiquitous. The ability to change sensors is like changing eyeglasses for someone who
cannot see well, or putting on a different set of clothes to suit a different purpose. Just as
someone’s eyes, ears, and nose can only be where he is, the aircraft must put the sensors in the
correct location for airborne ISR.

Aircraft that can perform ISR
The USAF operates over 5,200 aircraft, and a significant number are capable of
surveillance and reconnaissance missions. It is important to understand the categorical attributes
of different aircraft types, the environment each type is best suited for, and the sensor types they
can carry. Aircraft will be divided into the following categories: ISR, mobility, fighter, and
bomber aircraft. Fighters and bombers are best suited for denied airspace, as the other categories
can only operate in permissive or semi-permissive airspace.
It is no surprise that ISR aircraft conduct the vast majority of ISR missions in the USAF.
Today there are twenty-seven different variants of ISR aircraft in service. They vary in size from
the small, remotely piloted, hand-launched aircraft to the large E-4 based on a Boeing 747
platform. For discussion purposes, these aircraft are divided into subcategories: heavy, medium,
light, high altitude, and remotely piloted aircraft.
Heavy ISR aircraft are based on the Boeing 707 and 747 platforms. The Boeing 747based E-4 is “the National Airborne Operations Center for the president, secretary of defense and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff or JCS.”29 However, the heavy ISR aircraft mainstays for the USAF are
the thirteen different variants of the Boeing 707. They range from the E-3 AWACS tasked with
airborne radar surveillance, to the RC-135 flying primarily signals intelligence missions, with its
on-board sensor suite “[allowing] the mission crew to detect, identify and geolocate signals
throughout the electromagnetic spectrum.” 30 They can carry large numbers of people performing
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high numbers of simultaneous missions. A diverse number of sensors and antennas can be
added to these large aircraft, and power requirements are not an issue. However, their size,
either through radar or visually, makes them easy to find in the air. This inability to hide makes
the business of spying more difficult. As a result, these platforms are primarily used for SIGINT
and MASINT missions offset from the target area.
Medium sized ISR aircraft are based on five different ISR versions of the C-130
platform. 31 They primarily fly signal intelligence missions, though some aircraft have been
modified to fly imagery missions, including hyperspectral. 32 Like heavy aircraft, they are large,
generating enough power to accommodate most sensor packages and can carry sufficient
personnel to operate multiple missions simultaneously.
Light ISR aircraft are primarily the MC-12, there are 37 of these platforms in service. 33
It is the USAF’s newest manned ISR platform, performing both imagery and signals intelligence
missions.34 Due to its smaller size and power generation ability, it has restrictions on sensor
types it can carry. This is mitigated by new technology and sensors, evidenced by over 4,000
targets captured or eliminated in just 18 months of Afghanistan operations. 35 The MC-12 clearly
makes the point; legacy platforms are highly effective merged with cutting-edge technology.
The U-2 is the USAF’s only manned aircraft performing high altitude ISR. It was
designed in the 1950s and still in high demand today. The U-2 is a “single-seat, single-engine,
high-altitude/near space reconnaissance and surveillance aircraft providing signals, imagery, and
electronic measurements and signature intelligence, or MASINT.” 36 The U-2’s service ceiling is
above 70,000 feet and its long and narrow wings allow it to stay aloft close to the endurance of
the human pilot while carrying large payloads. The ability to fly near-space, providing a wide
field of view, gives an excellent vantage point to conduct ISR. Considering the aircraft has been
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in continuous service for over fifty years and its service life was again extended, it is easy to
understand the need of this capability. 37
All of the aircraft discussed to this point were designed between 1950 and 1970, and all
have been continuously modified to meet emerging missions and capabilities. If an aircraft
designed and built over 60 years ago, merged with cutting edge technology, can be tremendously
effective on the modern battlefield, it serves as a useful predictor for 2035. This remixed
technology when combined with increasing numbers of unmanned platforms is a viable strategy.
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) are the ISR backbone in today’s USAF. The major
versions are the MQ-1, MQ-9, and RQ-4 and there is little doubt that RPAs will be important to
the future of the USAF. As one measure, “within two to three years, Air Force officials predict,
drone pilots will outnumber F-16 pilots, numbering as high as 1,100 pilots.” 38 Both the MQ-1
and 9 aircraft perform imagery and signals intelligence missions. 39 Relatively small, they can
perform missions much closer to their targets; however this limits the type and number of
sensors they can carry. Technology will make this better in the future. The RQ-4 is a high
altitude aircraft performing the same mission set as the U-2; however its payload and capability
is not currently as capable. The Air Force has decided to rely on the manned U-2 for the next
10-15 years, due to excessive costs and lack of capability associated with the RQ-4. 40 All of
these drones can fly longer sortie durations than their manned counterparts and are not limited by
human needs. Ironically, the major RPA advantage is that a human is not in the aircraft and in
harms way; the main RPA disadvantage is that a human is not in the aircraft, which makes
determining situational context more difficult.
There are other USAF remotely piloted aircraft that can operate in denied airspace,
although little is officially published about them. The RQ-11, Scan Eagle and Wasp III are all
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small RPAs. 41 Their wingspan varies from 10 feet on the Scan Eagle down to 28 inches on the
Wasp III. They are imagery platforms designed for close in surveillance and depend on their
small size for survival; however, that small size naturally limits their payloads, at least based on
current technology levels. The RQ-170 is a stealthy drone designed to penetrate denied
airspace. 42 Little public knowledge is available on the capabilities of the RQ-170, other than it
is capable of IMINT. 43 Recently an RQ-170 drone crashed well within Iranian borders,
potentially yielding valuable data to a US adversary. 44
Mobility aircraft consist of transport and refueling aircraft; they fly more sorties than any
other USAF aircraft. 45 The USAF possesses over 700 of these aircraft, varying in size from the
small C-12, C-21, & C-130 to the large KC-135, C-17, & C-5 platforms. 46 These large aircraft
are able to fly thousands of miles, stay airborne for extended durations and carry large payloads.
They routinely transit the globe, often over or near locations where valuable intelligence could
be gathered. Due to their size, they could carry current ISR equipment with very little
modification, which makes them appear like ideal candidates for an ISR platform.
However, mobility aircraft do not have an ISR mission, mainly due to restrictions created
by their primary mission. Mobility aircraft transport people and equipment around the globe,
enabling other services and combatant commanders. Mobility aircrews must file their flight
plans and apply for diplomatic clearance to cross each applicable country. 47 Within the
diplomatic clearance request, aircrews must list their manifest and mission. If crews were to list
surveillance and reconnaissance, then some countries would likely deny over flight, affecting
their primary mission of moving passengers and equipment. Additionally, many countries
prohibit aerial photography and use of other sensing equipment. 48 US military mobility aircraft
could perform these missions in a clandestine manner but if discovered, would likely mean
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undesired effects, such as future restrictions placed on these types of aircraft similar to those
placed on fighter and attack aircraft.
There are over 1,200 fighter and attack aircraft currently in the USAF inventory. 49 They
are relatively small and require either forward basing or aerial refueling to reach distant target
sets. Faster than other aircraft, some like the stealthy and super-cruise capable F-22, are capable
of penetrating denied airspace. All fighter aircraft can carry external pods, such as a Sniper pod
used to visually acquire targets, ostensibly to aid in the target’s destruction. 50 It is equally
capable, when used as an ISR sensor, of performing what is called non-traditional ISR. 51 A key
advantage to fighter aircraft is their ability to penetrate denied airspace; when dual tasked with
an ISR mission they are able carry ordnance enabling immediate strike upon target acquisition.
Although very capable, fighter aircraft are relatively small and have little open “real estate” to
add ISR equipment, unless that equipment is placed in external pods.
Bomber aircraft are critical to the USAF’s ability to strike globally. There are 150
intercontinental range bomber aircraft, consisting of B-1, B-2, and B-52 aircraft. 52 The low
observable B-2 was designed to penetrate denied airspace. The B-1 and B-52 aircraft are not
stealthy and rely on assistance from systems like the ADM-160 Miniature Air Launched Decoy
(MALD) to penetrate denied airspace. 53 These aircraft can also carry large payloads including
electronic warfare systems to help defeat enemy air defenses. They are large enough to carry
most ISR systems. Currently the B-1 and B-52 can carry the same surveillance pods as current
fighters enabling non-traditional ISR missions. Considering strike missions, it would radically
accelerate the kill chain if ISR capabilities were wedded to the same platform conducting the
strike. The USAF has already ceded this point when discussing the upcoming long-range strike
family of aircraft. 54
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It is important to consider how ISR equipment is attached to the aircraft. Pods come in
many shapes and allow rapid onload and offload of different sensors tailored to different mission
sets. Sensors can be attached directly to the aircraft including the wing or fuselage. However,
anything attached externally to an aircraft negatively affects stealth and overall range due to
aerodynamic drag. Inside the aircraft, equipment is also required, such as processors, tuners, and
power sources. Transmission capability is required if real-time data is desired off the aircraft.
This can vary from a simple antenna to a satellite dish, but the quality of transmission is a
function of type and availability of bandwidth.
Understanding the current types of sensors and the aircraft that carry them is important
when considering what might be available in the future. The preceding two chapters clearly show
that melding sensors to aircraft create capable airborne ISR platforms. Sensors are the enabler of
this equation, and ever-increasing technological improvements will yield much more capable
sensors. Proven aircraft with decades-old designs enabled by cutting-edge technology can, in the
right environments, execute state-of-the-art surveillance and reconnaissance missions. It is
important to understand these missions revolve around the sensor; aircraft exist to put the sensor
at the right location at the right time. Current funding decisions and aircraft life extensions yield
a situation where the aircraft in the current USAF inventory will still be in service in 2035.
Continually modifying those legacy aircraft, both manned and unmanned, with state-of-the-art
sensors is an effective strategy, especially in a fiscally constrained environment. The fact that
the USAF already engages in this practice makes the point that the Air Force already subscribes
to this logic. The USAF should focus a majority of its effort on a select few aircraft to meet the
most dangerous future threats the nation could face. The USAF already follows this prescription,
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and it should be successful in the future. This is clear when considering future threats in the next
chapter.

Recommendations
There are multiple options for what the USAF should do to prepare for the future. In
order to frame the question of how the USAF should use existing and emerging platforms to
conduct global strike, it is crucial to understand the potential international environment and
likely threats in 2035. No one can say for certain what the world will look like in 2035.
Considering exponential technology growth rates and corresponding impacts from globalization,
it is safe to say the world will be much more connected. Adversaries across the globe could
threaten the United States with off-the-shelf technology; national leadership needs the ability to
hold them at risk, no matter where they sit. DoD experts have stated, “[d]uring this era, the
United States has assumed a new joint expeditionary posture with fewer forward-based forces
and most of its combat power based on sovereign soil.” 55 To narrow the problem, this paper will
only consider three general categories: first, a near-peer nation-state; second, a nation-state with
significantly less capability; and third, a non-state actor.
While the operating environment may change, and systems may be different, airborne
ISR will still be required in 2035. The USAF uses the find, fix, target, track, engage, and assess
model, and ISR is crucial to the find, fix, and assess portions. Cyber and space based
surveillance and reconnaissance will take on more importance and will be more prolific in 2035,
especially in denied airspace areas. Surveillance assets in space and cyber are quite adept at
finding the target. However those assets are not the best to fix the target during the final portions
of the kill chain; this is where airborne ISR is often the best option. The question is not whether
one category is better, but rather how best to integrate and synchronize the different options.
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Most likely the current categories of sensors (IMINT, SIGINT, MASINT) will still be required.
Sensors will be smaller, faster, and more capable while utilizing less power and could be
installed on any conventional sized aircraft. Additionally, with advances in nanotechnology and
work by DARPA, smaller platforms should be available. 56 The USAF has stated in
congressional testimony that the majority of its aircraft inventory will be made up of legacy
weapons systems, therefore current systems will be described before addressing radically new
technology. 57 Operating under the assumption that sensors can be placed on any aircraft, then
the potential operating environment should drive the type of platform utilized.
A near-peer nation-state is the most difficult problem. A near peer, by definition has
robust anti-access capabilities presenting serious challenges to any offensive action.
Compounding the problem is the long distance to the target area created by the likely
retrenchment of US strike forces back into the CONUS. A near-peer’s airspace is protected by
modern air defense systems composed of surface to air missiles, augmented by capable fighter
aircraft. In order to penetrate denied airspace, an aircraft requires speed, stealth, advanced
electronic warfare, or better yet, a mixture of all three. 58 Considering the current USAF
inventory, only the B-2 bomber and F-22 & F-35 fighter aircraft meet those requirements. If the
target is outside fighter aircraft range from either forward basing or aerial refueling, that leaves
only the B-2. Recognizing this problem, both the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Air Force
have committed to investing in a new family of long-range strike aircraft. 59 The USAF current
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations stated, “depending upon its payload, the new bomber will
be able do everything from electronic attack to intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance and
will be key to the U.S. military services’ emerging Air Sea Battle doctrine.” 60 Few details are
available, so it can only be assumed that it will be both stealthy and fast. The F-22 & F-35, B-2,
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or the future long-range bombers are options for near-peer conflicts, and all should be capable of
carrying any required sensor.
If global strike is required against a less capable nation state, this becomes a significantly
easier problem. The key difference is while that airspace might be semi-permissive, it would not
be denied. Notice that the condition of the government is not mentioned (i.e., thriving or failed
state), but rather the characteristics of the airspace. This can be equated to recent operations in
Libya, Iraq, or Afghanistan. Any current or projected ISR, fighter, or bomber aircraft could be
utilized, and the best platform to perform the required mission could be chosen. An earlier Blue
Horizon study clearly substantiated the argument that if we prepare for the worst-case scenario
then the lesser-included cases will fall into line. 61 Thus, if we prepare for the near peer then the
challenges of fighting a less capable state will be easier.
Non-state actors or individuals are by definition not a nation; they are located, however,
in one of the two previous categories of nation-states. The method for targeting them is a
function of whether they reside in a near-peer with denied airspace, or a nation state whose
airspace does not pose a significant challenge. The key problem in dealing with non-state actors,
leaving aside attribution, is the political ramifications of targeting an individual or groups within
a perhaps non-offending nation; this is outside this paper’s scope, but it is a critically important
issue. It is assumed that political issues have been addressed and the only area of concern for
this category is the type of airspace. As stated in the previous two categories, it is the airspace
type, whether denied or not, that drives the platform.
Therefore, the core problem is an ISR mission in the denied airspace of a near-peer to
enable global strike. If done in conjunction with a strike then the F-22, B-2 or the future longrange bomber would suffice. A pre-strike ISR mission could be performed either by an RQ-170
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or aircraft in the long range strike family. These assets should and could be modified with
emerging sensors to perform the ISR mission, most likely in conjunction with global strike itself
since these platforms could also execute the strike. Modifying legacy aircraft is relatively easy;
the best recent example is the MC-12. This thirty-year-old platform was in combat utilizing
cutting edge equipment just eight months after a requirement was defined and decision was
made. 62 Therefore, it is logical to assume that rapid acquisition techniques could be used to
acquire sensors and modify legacy aircraft. Additionally, sensors will benefit from more
powerful computer processers to enable cueing from one sensor to another, such as cueing an
IMINT sensor to a SIGINT or MASINT target, which enables visual tracking. Further, advances
in communication systems will enable cueing from off-board sources. Unfortunately this only
addresses ISR in what would be a fleeting or short duration mission, essentially reconnaissance.
It does not address persistent surveillance, required to build patterns of life and holistic
intelligence pictures. That requires another solution.
A recurring theme of improving technology is that better and faster products are typically
much smaller than their preceding types. For example one of the main bombers in World War II
was the B-17, with a wing area of 1,400 square feet and could carry about 8,000 pounds of
bombs. 63 The main tactical fighter-bomber today is an F-15E; with a wing area of 608 square
feet that is less than half the size of the B-17 yet it can carry about 25,000 pounds of ordnance. 64
Not only can the F-15E carry more with a smaller platform, it can do so flying faster, farther, and
deliver it precisely in all weather conditions. This is enabled by one central concept,
exponentially improved technology. That same theme will apply to sensor technology, with
projected advances in such areas as nanotechnology; it is well within reasonable expectations to
have sensors that could fit on insect- to small-bird-sized platforms. In 2007, a Blue Horizons
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paper concluded the technology was viable. 65 Recently, DARPA demonstrated an “extremely
small, ultra lightweight air vehicle system (less than 15 centimeters and 20 grams) with the
potential to perform indoor and outdoor military missions.” 66 If a hummingbird-sized platform
(figure 5) can be built today, imagine what can be built in 20 years. It is easily within the realm
of the possible to have insect-sized platforms.

Figure 4. Hummingbird UAV with cutout showing wing size. Obtained from the internet
http://www.darpa.mil/Our_Work/DSO/Programs/Nano_Air_Vehicle_(NAV).aspx and
http://www.lockheedmartin.com/products/nano-air-vehicle.html

Those platforms will need sensors that are equally small. According to J.R. Wilson,
“Among the host of possibilities for military nanotech are miniaturized ISR applications known
as ‘smart sand’ or ‘smart dust.’ They can be configured as electronic noses the size of a grain of
sand, able to analyze the immediate environment, identify chemical compositions, and report to a
monitoring system.” 67 Processors to control both the aircraft and sensor will have to be equally
as small. “Researchers at the U.S.-funded MITRE Corporation and Harvard University have
developed the world’s first programmable nano-processor, a square chip of silicon that could fit
within the diameter of a typical human hair.” 68 If it is possible to have very small platforms,
carrying equally small sensors, then these platforms can be used to great effect in denied
airspace.
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What if sensors were attached directly to weapons? In effect the USAF already does this
with laser-guided or GPS-guided munitions. If IMINT, SIGINT or MASINT sensors were
married to a weapon, it would shorten the kill chain. If small ISR platforms were in essence
weapon themselves, they could be utilized like miniature kamikazes once the desired target was
acquired, such as the Low Cost Autonomous Attack System program. 69 Changes to technology
could easily lead to changes in missions.
It is a losing proposition for an adversary forced to defend against platforms as small as
birds and insects that appear indigenous. These platforms could easily conduct long-term
surveillance and reconnaissance developing the patterns of life critical to effective targeting of
individuals. This solves the problem of persistent ISR, especially in denied airspace. Utilizing
miniature assets to develop patterns of life would be very effective when integrated with other
USAF assets. For example, miniature assets could maintain persistent surveillance of locations,
such as tunnel or building entrances. “Dr. Siva Banda, senior scientist for control theory with the
Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Air Vehicles Directorate, described the purpose and
value of ‘fly on the wall’ nano-air vehicles that ‘are unobtrusive, evasive and lethal, inexpensive
but capable, able to rapidly respond, are persistent and have insect-like maneuverability.’” 70
Simply put, they change the equation defining denied airspace.
This chapter makes it is clear that the USAF in 2035 should have a range of options
utilizing both legacy and emerging technology. It is impossible to determine exactly what type
of platform will be required or, for that matter, what specific sensor it ought to carry. However,
the USAF will need platforms to penetrate denied airspace not only for strike missions, but
surveillance and reconnaissance missions to gain the requisite intelligence. Merging radically
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new technology with legacy systems is a prescription for success that the USAF has already
subscribed to, and in an austere fiscal environment, it is the most logical path into the future.
The USAF already modifies existing aircraft with emerging technology, enabling them to
conduct missions well outside their original design parameters. This simple concept is key to the
USAF future success in regard to ISR. No radical design program needs to be devised for ISR
platforms; the platform is not the critical part of a successful ISR formula. The sensor is the key.
The USAF can, and should, take advantage of emerging sensor technology as it becomes
available. Key to this point is that many of the “things” which sensors will track in 2035 are not
yet invented. Therefore, defining and programming for equipment to track the unknown is not a
tenable plan, especially in a fiscally constrained environment. However, continually modifying
existing or planned aircraft with new sensors is a tenable and proven plan. That is the point of
this paper. The hardest problem faced by the USAF of today, or in the future, is penetrating and
operating in denied airspace of a near-peer threat. However, platforms either exist or are already
planned to solve this problem. Modifying those platforms to conduct ISR with emerging sensors
solves a significant portion of the ISR problem as well. Technology advances in data
transmission through air and spaced based assets should also yield more capability to integrate
all ISR platforms. If the USAF acquires emerging micro vehicles to conduct persistent ISR in
denied environments, it completes a recipe for success.

Conclusion
This paper advocates updating existing platforms with new technology rather than
designing radically new platforms. This is done primarily due to the budgetary constraint
driving fiscal responsibility and that inability to devote money to many different platforms. The
USAF already appears following this logic, evidenced by the Chief’s testimony to Congress:
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“specific systems such as the F-35A, the centerpiece of our future tactical air combat capability;
KC-46A, the backbone of our worldwide power projection capability and thus our Nation’s
global expeditionary posture; and the Long-Range Strike family of systems, all represent
substantial elements of our overall suite of capabilities and thus must all be pursued through
disciplined—and certainly efficient—modernization efforts.” The USAF has done this
throughout its history, successfully merging legacy systems with emerging technology.
At the beginning of this paper, a hypothetical mission was described utilizing current
technology. Imagine in 2035, a terrorist leader is walking along a street in a remote African
country. The terrorist is talking in his native dialect to his cell leaders on a skin-embedded
communication device; the conversation revolves around a planned attack on a US embassy in a
nearby country. This particular terrorist organization is high on the list of enemy organizations
tracked by the US government. The terrorist leader has been under surveillance for the last two
weeks after being discovered by a USAF ISR aircraft, conducting surveillance of a house
occupied by another terrorist. This aircraft was perched on the branch of a nearby tree, and
looked like a local bird. It carried both IMINT and SIGINT sensors, which enabled visual
acquisition of the target, and recording of conversations within the monitored house. An
intelligence analyst, a world away in the central US, was able to identify the terrorist leader.
When the terrorist leader left the house, the aircraft followed him on fully-charged solar
batteries. An F-22 participating in a multi-lateral exercise in a neighboring country could be retasked for a strike mission. Emerging technology makes this scenario well within reasonable
reach.
There is no crystal ball unveiling the future with perfect accuracy. The USAF must
prepare for uncertainty; but it is certain that the future requires global strike capabilities.
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Effective global strike requires accurate targeting information. Surveillance and reconnaissance
conducted in air, space, and cyberspace is the best way to gain this information and turn it into
knowledge. All three domains are important, and all are required. This paper argued fiscal
realities require a strategy taking advantage of merging new technology on legacy systems, and
smart acquisition of new aircraft utilizing game-changing technology such as nanotechnology.
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